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The outline below represents a minimum requirement of two hours per event. This

offer would include one hour of live support. Each new client will receive a

complimentary free 45-minute consultation. Maximum 100 attendees per event.

 

Our experienced Event Consultant will meet with the client, host and respected

parties to discuss settings, hardware reviews and event flow. Consultant will assist

with the scheduling of the rehearsal and the main event as well as confirm the

necessary settings have been enabled.

Event Planning

Our Digital Engineer and Event Consultant along with the host, panelist, and

presenter, will join the client-hosted live event 30 minutes before the main event to

prepare to go live.

Pre-event Warmup 

Our experienced Event Consultant and all respective parties will join the scheduled

rehearsal hosted by the client. Best practices and further guidance will be covered to

ensure all parties feel confident about the event.

Event Rehearsal

The Consulting Crew supervises technical occurrences within the event along with

monitoring the event logs on the backend for all around technical assistance. For

each package, at least one hour recommended for planning and preparation.

Dedicated Live Event Support

https://www.umeradio.com/virtual-events


Our team is here to assist you with your virtual events.
Whether you want to take a deep dive in and engineer it
on your own or require the extra, on-hand support,
UMERADIO Online Event Consulting has a solution for
you. We empower customers to have fantastic event
experiences, leveraging product offerings of omni
channels to engage your audiences.

Bonus offer*
Promotions of your event within our networks

Conditions*
For every live event, at least one hour of preparation
time is recommended. For e.g. When you book a Two
Hour Event, you will receive one hour of Dedicated Live
Hour Support, unless you choose to proceed without
including our crew in your planning and preparation for
the event. 


